Pre-trial and pre-response EEG microstates in schizophrenia: An endophenotypic marker.
Cognitive deficits in Schizophrenia interfere with everyday functioning and social functioning. Strong familial associations in schizophrenia might serve to establish cognitive impairments as endophenotypic markers. Therefore, visuo-spatial working memory simulating day-to-day activities at high memory load was assessed in patients with schizophrenia, their first-degree relatives and healthy controls to explore pre-trial and pre-response EEG microstates and their intracranial generators. Twenty-eight patients with schizophrenia, first-degree relatives and matched healthy controls participated in the study. Brain activity during visuo-spatial working memory task was recorded using 128-channel electroencephalography. Pre-trial and pre-response microstate maps of correct and error trials were clustered across groups according to their topography. Microstate map parameters and underlying cortical sources were compared among groups. Pre-trial (correct) microstate Map 1 was significantly different between controls and patients which could qualify it as a state marker with its intracranial generator localized to right inferior frontal gyrus (rIFG). Pre-response (correct) microstate map was significantly different between controls and first-degree relatives which could be considered an endophenotypic marker for schizophrenia. No significant differences were observed for error trials between groups. rIFG which is involved in the execution of multi-component behaviour and selective inhibitory control could distinguish patients with schizophrenia from their first-degree relatives and healthy controls. Further, microstate based biomarkers have the potential to facilitate diagnosis of schizophrenia at a preclinical stage resulting in efficient diagnosis and better prognosis.